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BACKGROUND
With a history of developing some of the best legal talent in 
the country, Morrison Kent has been providing legal advice to 
corporate, commercial, public and private clients around 
New Zealand for more than eighty years.

THE CHALLENGE 
Continuing to attract the best legal talent is critical to 
Morrison Kent's strategy and future success. This required a 
full assessment of their IT infrastructure and needs.

THE SOLUTION 
Ricoh's assessment led to a number of changes and 
implementations, including:

• Bringing in 2degrees to manage internal networks
• Moving Morrison Kent's mail server to the cloud
• Merging IT and telecommunications
• Establishing Ricoh as the sole technology vendor

WHY RICOH? 
“From our point of view, it's great to have a partner who 
understands our business needs and who can provide 
reliable advice that supports our business holistically," says 
Jamie Nunns, Partner at Morrison Kent

“
“The successful 

partnership with Ricoh 
has convinced us that IT 
is an important strategic 
investment for our firm.

Jamie Nunns, Partner

Morrison Kent

• Attracting talent
“As a business this has significantly improved our 
ability to attract and retain top talent for the long 
term," says Nunns.

• One IT provider
Ricoh manages Morrison Kent's entire IT and 
telecommunications infrastructure, allowing for a 
straight-forward relationship with a single technology 
provider and one point of contact.

• Managing change
"Our stakeholders were a little hesitant of change. 
Ricoh's good at providing stepping stones to ease the 
process of change. Their willingness to do this has 
been vital in bringing technology change to Morrison 
Kent," explains Nunns.

• Peace of mind
"With Ricoh as our sole IT and communications 
contact, there isn't a concern about whether 
technologies will work together," says Nunns.

• Flexibility for staff
“These changes have allowed us to enable our staff 
to work faster and smarter whilst out of the office 
and changes implemented mean there are now 
better options for remote working," says Nunns. 

BENEFITS




